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New data have been added to the information available on electromagnetic signals generated during high explosive detonations. These include high speed motion picture photographs which give evidence of longer-time (millisecond) oscillations in the expanding plasma cloud. There is an identifiable correspondence with features of the electromagnetic waveforms as sensed and recorded using broad-band equipment. The configurations of high explosives used consisted mainly of vertically-suspended 1.3 Kgm cylinders of composition B-3 in various height-to-diameter ratios. Some of these were similar to the test shapes described in recently published Soviet work.¹

The waveforms vary with the explosive configuration; field magnitudes of order ten V/m at distances of twelve meters were observed. In general, these tests substantiate Soviet results regarding geometrical shape dependence.

A special electro-optical detonation unit was developed to electromagnetically isolate the high explosive. Safety fuse, ordinary prima-cord, and lead-covered prima-cord detonation trains were also employed in studying the geometric effects of firing systems.

¹ EM Disturbances in Explosions: Goshunov, Kononenko and Sirotinin (ATD 68-88)

* Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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Introduction and Purpose

This investigation was concerned with the characteristics of the electromagnetic signal created by explosion of suspended Composition B-3 charges with constant mass but with different geometries. The charge shape parameters studied included four cylinders (Ht./Dia. ratios of 4.6, 2.0, 1.0 and 0.5) and two spheres (diameters of 11.5 cm and 23.0 cm). Although the mass, detonation method, suspension height of the charge, and distance to the signal-detecting antenna all remained constant throughout the main portion of the experiment, a small-scale parameter study was also made of charge mass and suspension height. In general, these studies substantiate Soviet results\(^1\) regarding geometrical shape dependence. The available data\(^2,3\) was extended through the addition of synchronous high speed motion picture records and of a specially developed detonation unit that electromagnetically isolates the high explosive region. The information acquired furnishes sufficient input for preliminary source model studies.

This report primarily covers the experimental work and thus is divided into brief individual sections on the experimental layout, the details of the high explosive, the photographic and electronic instrumentation, the results (both graphical and motion picture slips) and some interpretations and discussion on a few of the results.

Experimental Layout

A depiction of the typical experimental arrangement for an explosive event appears in Fig. 1 (charge dimension exaggerated). Views of an event prior to firing and of the instrumentation bunker are exhibited in Fig. 2, 3, and Fig. 4, respectively.
High Explosive

A photograph of the Composition B-3 charge in Fig. 5 illustrates the shapes studied; in these the tetryl detonation assembly was glued to one end of each cylinder. The sphere (with its affixed lead-covered primacord detonator), had a diameter of 11.5 cm, while the tallest cylinder had a height/diameter ratio of 28 cm/6 cm = 4.6. All cylinders were suspended axially two meters from the ground and detonated from the lower end, while the spheres were detonated from the center. The detonation chains investigated are detailed in Fig. 6 and the charge suspension methods are shown in Fig. 7.

Photographic Instrumentation

A high-speed 16 mm motion picture camera photographed the first 400 msec of the explosion and provided 4000 sequential frames. The initial 200 were used in overlay matching to oscilloscope horizontal sweep times. Electronic firing console operation was activated only when the required frame rate was reached; once activated, the programmed console fired physically separated bridgewires (light inputs for the light pipe and for the photographic record) in the necessary specified time sequence. Dimensional scaling was achieved simply by photographing, just shortly before the event, a marked 16-foot wooden rod held vertically alongside the suspended charge of high explosive. The interframe time of the photographic record was 0.1 msec and the exposure time per frame was .04 msec.

Electronic Instrumentation

Signal recording, time reference marks, and experimental control comprised the essential groups of the electronic instrumentation. Six Tektronix RM 31 oscilloscopes on each antenna channel provided the signal record. The specified oscilloscope sweep speeds and deflection sensitivities provided in general, an over-lapping dynamic range from initiation time to 20 msec, and 0.01 - ±10 volts in a typical test. Time reference marks on each oscilloscope record allow synchronization with the photographic records since both reference marks were derived from a single source - the bunker console. Numerous other electronic control functions were also supplied by bunker console operations.
Results and Discussion

The value of the synchronous fast motion pictures only became evident in repeated viewings after the conclusion of the test series. In every test case, the electromagnetic signals appear to be associated with two distinct visible phenomena: First, the growth of the luminous explosion gases, expanding against the enclosing air volume; Second, the shock contact and its resulting reflection from the solid ground surface. As can be seen in the figures (and the summary film strip), the exploding cylinders in particular, developed vertical jets travelling both upward and downward from an expanding central gas "doughnut".

Each recorded em signal can thus be divided in time, into a corresponding first and second pulse. Their observed features follow:

First Pulse
1. Observed distinctly on H/D = 4.6 and 2.0 (cylinders).
2. Displayed \( \sim \) sinusoidal shape.
3. Remained nearly identical when suspension height doubled.
4. Occurred \( \sim 0.3 - 0.5 \) msec after detonation (before shock reaches ground).
5. Remained nearly constant in amplitude (\( \sim 3 \) volts at 8 meters).
6. Disappeared (virtually) on symetrical spherical events.

Second Pulse
1. Observed on all configurations detonated at 2 meters.
2. Disappeared on two detonations at 4 meters.
3. Occurred within 0.1 msec of cloud brightening.
4. Correlated in time with luminous shock travel through cloud.
5. Observed temporary signal polarity reversal when ground contacted by luminous shock front.

It appears reasonable to conjecture from the modest amount of data analysis performed to date that only the first pulse is associated with the explosion proper, while the second pulse is dependent on the suspension height of the charge.
The graphs in Fig. 8 show the "first pulse" (H/D = 4.6) and also a typical LRL individual record (H/D = 1.0). Fig. 9 exhibits the result that as the dimensional height of the cylinders is reduced, the large negative "second pulse" occurs nearer detonation time; the bottom graph illustrates the extremes of the H/D ratios studied. Note also in this graph how the earlier ground arrival time of the lower jet obscures the "first pulse". The signal generated by the two test spheres are shown at the top in Fig. 10. The smaller sphere had 1/8 the mass of the larger 1.3 Kgm sphere; although this may be coincident, the signal amplitudes also vary by approximately the same ratio. The lower part of Fig. 10 answers the question that haunts most experimenters, "Can you reproduce your results?". Fig. 11 illustrates the large signal amplitude difference between charges of equal weight but different basic geometry (a H/D = 1.0 cylinder and a sphere); the respective clouds produced are also markedly different. The bottom half of Fig. 11 displays our best agreement with the Soviet results. This relative comparison is hampered by the absence in their report of the amplitude calibration and the charge detonation time. The time base furnished was also somewhat unclear.

* Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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